Bonus Reasons for Why NOT Harper...
1- Bill C-51 Anti-Terrorism Act (excuse to spy

3 Things You Can Do to Take Back
Canadian Democracy:

on law-abiding citizens opposing Harper’s views & agenda).

2- Defunding Veterans (cruel, U.S.A.- style abandonment
of PTSD and/ or crippled soldiers who deserve better.)

3- The TPP (described as NAFTA on steroids)
The Trans Pacific Partnership is about removing all barriers
(rules and regulations) that keep large corporations in check, and
from exploiting Canada. It will strip away many individual and
national rights (eg: allow Asian corporations to force (sue) us to
extract resources, even if we want to stop due to pollution and
environmental catastrophe). Canada is our land… not to be
sold out as a bundle of resources waiting for the greediest and
most aggressive foreign corporations to exploit and plunder.

Are You Ready for Change?
We are ‘The True North... Strong and Free’.
Today, Canadians want Truth, and a government that represents
who we are: a diverse Nation of responsible, progressive–
thinking, moral individuals who value democracy.

1- Vote (for anyone but Harper )
2- Make 100 copies of this brochure
and HAND THEM OUT !
… to people you know, door-to-door in your area
or on the street… just spread the word!

This brochure contains FACTS… the TRUTH
Go to www.gmoFreeLangley.com/canada-votes-2015
to print this brochure as a PDF

3- Watch this Fifth Estate program…
it is 45 mins., excellent and online!

The Canada we know is under threat.

...then, email the link to your friends,
and share it on social media!

Stephen Harper is not just a Conservative.

Stephen Harper has a Neoliberal Agenda.

What does it mean to be a
Patriotic Canadian citizen?
Being a proud Canadian means caring enough about this
amazing country to get informed, about what is really going on,
and talking to each other about what matters. We need to define
our values, and demand that our elected officials reflect them.

If you don’t think our current federal government
embodies this ideal… then CHANGE IT!
www.Canadians.org
www.WhyNotHarper.ca
www.NotThereForYou.ca
www.HarperWatch.wordpress.com
www.shd.ca

WEBSITES

(“ShitHarperDid” is promoting a new truth-telling documentary...)

National Stop Harper Campaign
Canadians Rallying To Unseat Stephen Harper
Facebook Groups

Truth Movement Canada’
Canada Waking Up the Masses

Why Not Harper

The Harper government makes decisions to benefit
large multi– national corporations, while limiting the
ability of Canadian citizens to have a voice.

The Silence Of The Labs
Learn how the Harper Government is muzzling
Canada’s top environmental scientists…
hiding the facts from Canadians.

What benefits Canadian families is not top priority...
This is just not acceptable.
We voted them in to work for us.
They are failing us… and now they must go.

Google the above title, or go to

Learn the FACTS.

www.CBC.ca/fifth/episodes/2013-2014/
the-silence-of-the-labs

www.WhyNotHarper.ca

The Future of Canada is up to us. Today.

Did you know about the TPP?

Facts taken from WhyNotHarper.ca (sourced from the Globe & Mail,
The Ottawa Citizen, The CBC) the COC (Council Of Canadians) and
documentaries. While the facts & information presented is deemed to
be accurate, the reader is encouraged to do their own research and
verify the information printed in this brochure. The Truth matters!

It is a Free Trade Agreement involving Asia
with serious consequences… that Harper is
close to finalizing without disclosing to us.

www.Canadians.org/tpp

25 Reasons
Why Harper is Bad For Canada
More info & articles at
www.WhyNotHarper.ca

1– Contempt for Canada
The reason you are being called to vote again this
year, is because on March 25, 2011... the Harper
administration was found to be in contempt of
Canadian parliament. This is the first time in
the history of any commonwealth government that
this has happened… (what? Think about this!)

2– Cheated in 2006 Election
In Spring of 2011, a federal court found that
Harper’s conservatives willfully violated the $18.3
million election spending limit, during the
campaign which originally brought them to power.

3– Canada’s Surplus Turned Into Debt
In 1993, the Conservatives chalked up a $38
Billion deficit. By 2006, non-conservative
leadership created a $16 Billion surplus in 2010...
Harper delivers a record $56 Billion deficit.

4– Wants U.S. - Style Bank Deregulation
When he was president of the National Citizens
Coalition—founded in 1967 to oppose universal
health care—Harper supported bank deregulation.

5– Opposed to Universal Health Care
Harper believes that health care should be
provincial—not national—and wants to break it up.

6– Harper Shut Down Parliament… Twice.
A platform promise was more accountability...

8– Women’s & Minority Advocacy Groups
Women's advocacy funding cut by 43%; funding
of legal voices for women & minorities cut...
9– Economic Action Plan For the Super Rich
Harper’s ‘economic recovery’ after 2008 favoured
the extremely wealthy. Even the conservative
Fraser Institute has criticized it…
10– Fraud
One of Harper’s top aids, Bruce Carson, had been
convicted of 5 counts of fraud, and is currently
under investigation by the RCMP…

11– More Chemicals on Your Food
The plan is to bring Canadian regulations in line
with U.S. levels, which can be up to 100 times
higher. Corporate food producers will be allowed
to conduct their own safety inspections…

12– Sabotaging Efforts About Climate Change
Protecting the interests of large oil companies,
Harper has fought global efforts to deal with
climate change. In 2009 he cut scientific research
funding by $138 million, and screened scientists’
interviews and caused international shame.
* see info (over) about the Fifth Estate program

13– Report Safety Concerns, Get Fired
In 2008, President of the Canadian Nuclear Safety
Commission, reported the great risk of the aging
Chalk River nuclear facility. Harper fired her.

14– Shut Down Aid to Poorest Countries
Harper used the excuse of poor economic times to
freeze aid to the world’s poorest countries…

15– $29 Billion for Stealth Jets

18– Promised to Cut Oil Subsidies… and Lied
Harper cut $1.2 Billion from national childcare,
but failed to keep his promise of cutting the $1.4
Billion in tax breaks he gives to oil companies…
19– Wasteful G20 Spending
At the 2010 G20 Summit in Toronto, Harper spent
$1.9 million building an artificial lake plus nearly
$1 Billion on security for the 3 day event…

20– Cancelled the Kelowna Accord
A planned breakthrough to improve health and
education for First Nations Canadians.

21– Tarnished Reputation as Peacekeepers
‘We detained, and handed over for severe torture,
a lot of innocent people.’ In 2009 Canadian
Diplomat Richard Colvin shocked the nation…

22– Wants More Power, Less Oversight
Harper has vowed to implement unprecedented
levels of monitoring on Canadians’ internet
activity. Harper tried—and failed—four times…

23– $$ For Prisons, Close Rehab Facilities
Though crime rates have been falling for decades,
Harper wants to implement tougher laws…

24– Breaking Traditions
The lobby in parliament has traditionally
displayed photos of former Prime Ministers.
Now, it is just photos of Harper.

This is the plan. That works out to around $1,000
per person in Canada (and it is allegedly more!)

25– Renamed the Government of Canada
to “The Harper Government”. (wow)

16– Refused U.N. Clean Water Declaration

plus!

7– Wants to Replace the Stable CPP
Harper is laying the groundwork to replace
Canada’s efficient, stable CPP with a private, more
expensive scheme… the PRPP.

17– Tried to Eliminate the Long Form Census
The long form census is how the government
determines the state and needs of the country, and
is used extensively in various fields of research.

Canada rejects that clean water is a human right,
refusing to sign the U.N. Declaration.

3 Bonus Reasons (over)...

